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Tissue culture characteristics of maize (Zea 
mays L.) haploid coleoptile sections
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ABSTRACT. Doubled haploid (DH) technology, which is used for 
rapidly purifying genetic resources, is a key technology in modern maize 
breeding. The present study evaluated the tissue culture characteristics 
of maize haploid coleoptile sections, in order to provide a new way of 
haploid doubling. With 20 combinations of haploid coleoptile sections, 
obtained by hybridization within Reid, Tangsipingtou, and Term-tropical 
groups, as explants, we analyzed the induction and differentiation rate 
of callus, observed the number of root tip chromosomes in regenerated 
plants, and analyzed the pollen fertility. In addition, we used 47 SSR 
markers to analyze the genotypes of regenerated plants. The Reid 
and Tangsipingtou groups had significantly higher induction rates of 
haploid coleoptile callus compared to the Term-tropical group. Fifteen 
haploid plants were obtained which had 10 chromosomes in the root 
tips as assessed by I-KI staining. It was also noticed that the pollen of 
pollinated anthers were partially fertile. The haploid plants had genetic 
stability and showed no variation. The Reid and Tangsipingtou groups 
had good culture characteristics of haploid coleoptile sections, while 
the Term-tropical group had poor culture characteristics. Genotypes 
of haploid plants generated by tissue culture were evidenced to come 
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from recombinant types of parents. Thus, this study established a 
tissue culture system of maize haploid coleoptile. 
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